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Name: Cameron Hunt  Pos: Pg/Sg  FG%: .507 Agent: Quorum Sports Agency 

College: Southwestern PPG: 31.5 3Pt%: .418 Guardian: On Request 

Height: 6’5  Reb: 4.8 Ast:TO-2:1 Twitter:: Camhunt24 

Weight: 210lbs  Ast: 6.8  Stl: 1.0  Age: 22 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Summary 
Cameron Hunt will have to work much harder at the next level to get to his spots, 

but with a solid IQ and a knack for generating good looks for himself and others, 

he should still benefit pro offenses in a multitude of ways as a lead guard. 

Key Facts 

-NAIA player of the year 

Quick Scout 

STRENGTHS: 

o Scores at all 

3 levels 

o Great in Pick 

& Roll 

o  Decision 

making 

o Competes 

hard 

WEAKNESSES: 

o Lateral 

Quickness 

o Explosion off 

the bounce 

o Off-ball 

effectiveness  

 

On Offense: Hunt is a wiry left-handed combo guard who developed into an elite scorer off the 

dribble at the NAIA level. Despite only average quickness, he possesses a crafty and fluid crossover that 

allowed him to get into the paint at will against smaller guards. Additionally, he’s an adept left-handed 

finisher who would regularly go directly over guards and even challenge longer wings at the rim with ease. 

Excellent decision maker in the pick-&-roll situations who’s quick to make accurate passes against rotating 

defenders. Developed into a reliable shooter in both spot-up and live dribble situations. Dangerous step-

back jumper that should be just as difficult to guard at the next level. He’s only an average athlete and I 

have questions about his ability to get to the rim as easily against bigger and quicker defenders at the pro 

level. Has a relatively high dribble for a point guard that can lead to turnovers. Will occasionally force 

passes and needs to move off the ball more often when he’s spending time at the 2. Despite concerns 

about his quickness as a point guard, he really understands how to put pressure on a defense from all over 

the court and should still score effectively. Needs more creativity attacking when forced right 

On Defense: Legitimate 6’5 with long arms and the strength to guard wings. Played aggressive 

defense when engaged and wasn’t afraid to get into passing lanes. Rested on this side of the floor at times 

this season because of the role he played on offense. Struggled at times to contain quicker guards but 

recovered well with his length. Hard screens completely took him out of plays, and he will have to do a 

better job at fighting through them. High level competitor who takes his matchups personally. 

Professional Role: Pick & Roll Shot Creator 

A unique athlete who really moves like a wing with 

guard skills. He is going to be at his best attacking 

defenders out of screens where his craftiness off the 

bounce regularly terrorized posts who didn’t respect 

his ability to hit shots off the dribble. Has never 

played with an elite rolling big-man and could look 

even more dangerous attacking the rim with a vertical 

floor spacer.  

Optimal Play Style 

Hunt will be awesome in an up-tempo 

offense that allows him to attack angles and 

utilize his effective pull-up game on defenses 

that don’t have time to force him right or 

force him off the ball. He would excel with 

another dynamic guard who would take the 

more athletic perimeter defender off him. 

Off the Court 

Fiery competitor who was well liked by teammates I spoke with. Relatively quiet person off the court and its 

been difficult to gauge any of his other interests or demeanor outside of the basketball gym. Definitely 

passionate to play professionally and will be eager for that challenge that the next level brings for him. 


